
 

 

  

4 Welcome back!  We started off the new year by starting the notes for Lesson 4 in 
Social Studies.  During science we took some time to review what we learned 
before the break- because we sorta forgot about some of the information.  We 
took time to review math as well.  During Language Arts we started Journeys 
Lesson 8 by looking at the vocab, practicing the skill, and reading the story about 
the Everglades. 

5 We finished up our Lesson 4 notes during Social Studies today.  Today’s science 
experiment would have been even more fun if we could have had a taste- we were 
learning about concentration, but we used Kool-Aid!  During math we learned 
about expanded form and talked about equivalent fractions/decimals.  We worked 
on new grammar during Language Arts and we also started guided reading. 

6 During Social Studies we completed our comprehension check for Lesson 4.  We 
continued to work on new grammar and actually had time to read our novel during 
Language Arts.  We worked on writing, comparing, and ordering decimals during 
math.  We ended our day by reading about concentration and, again, had time to 
read our novel.   

7 Today we started the study guide for our test, which is next week.  During science 
we did another experiment about concentration, but this time we used salt.  We 
did a little more practice with equivalent fractions/decimals and then played a 
game again Mrs. Inker.  She won once and we won once.  During Language Arts we 
learned our last piece of grammar and had our first official guided reading 
meetings.   

8 During Social Studies we finished up our study guide so we can study over the 
weekend.  We had three mystery solutions that we had to figure out their 
concentrations- even though we didn’t know what was in them.  We worked with 
placing decimals on a number line and then at the end of the day we took our 
Journeys test.  Whew, it was a busy week back! 

?s to ask 
your child 

What did Marquette and Joliet discover?  How would you place the number 0.86 
on a number line?  How do you tell which solution is more concentrated?   

Upcoming: Social Studies: chapter 4 test is on Tuesday; start chapter 5 
Language Arts:  Journeys, Lesson 9; Vocab/comprehension/grammar test Friday; 
Book Talk Project due January 25th  
Science:  concentration quiz on Friday (study guide will be available on Tuesday) 
Math: metric measurement 
 


